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Abstract
We prove a global nonlinear Brascamp–Lieb inequality for a general class of maps,
encompassing polynomial and rational maps, as a consequence of the multilinear Kakeya–
type inequalities of Zhang and Zorin-Kranich. We incorporate a natural affine-invariant
weight that compensates for local degeneracies, and yields a uniform constant that de-
pends only on the ‘degree’ of the maps involved.
1 Introduction
A common feature of many problems studied in modern harmonic analysis is the presence of
some underlying geometric object, examples including Kakeya inequalities, Fourier restriction
theory, and generalised Radon transforms. Usually, this object is equipped with a measure
that does not detect geometric features such as curvature or transversality, properties that
are often highly relevant in the contexts we are considering. It has many times been found
that incorporating a weight that tracks these geometric features in a suitable manner yields
inequalities that require few geometric hypotheses and exhibit additional uniformity properties
(in the context of generalised Radon-transforms and convolution with measures supported on
submanifolds, see for example [22, 25, 26, 29, 36, 39], or in the context of Fourier restriction
[1,14,17,19,24,27,33,37]). In particular, one often finds that if the geometric object in question
may be parametrised by polynomials or rational functions, then the associated bounds will
usually only depend on their degree, as observed in [22,24–26,39] for example.
Our main theorem is another instance of this phenomenon, and is set in the context of a
global nonlinear Brascamp–Lieb inequality, a term that we shall define in the next section.
The underlying object in question is a collection of ‘quasialgebraic’ maps, which is a class
encompassing polynomial, rational, and algebraic maps. Like polynomials, a quasialgebraic
map has an associated degree, and the bounds for the corresponding nonlinear Brascamp–Lieb
inequalities we obtain depend only on these degrees, the underlying dimensions, and exponents.
1.1 Brascamp-Lieb Inequalities: Linear and Nonlinear
We shall begin with the definition of a linear Brascamp-Lieb inequality.
Definition 1.1. Let m,n, n1, ..., nm P N and let H be an n-dimensional Hilbert space. For each
1 ď j ď m, let Hj be an nj-dimensional Hilbert space, Lj : H Ñ Hj be a linear surjection, and
pj P r0, 1s. Define the m-tuples L :“ pLjqmj“1 and p :“ ppjqmj“1. We refer to the pair pL,pq as a
Brascamp–Lieb datum.
Let pL,pq be a Brascamp–Lieb datum, we define the associated Brascamp–Lieb inequality asż
H
mź
j“1
fj ˝ LjpxqpjdλHpxq ď C
mź
j“1
˜ż
Hj
fjpxjqdλHjpxjq
¸pj
, (1)
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where λX denotes the induced Lebesgue measure associated to a Hilbert space X. We let
BLpL,pq denote the smallest constant C such that (1) holds for all fj P L1pHjq.
These arise as a natural generalisation of many familiar multilinear inequalities from math-
ematical analysis, such as Ho¨lder’s inequality, Young’s convolution inequality, and the Loomis-
Whitney inequality, and became of greater interest within harmonic analysis once the role
that transversality plays in multilinear restriction theory became apparent (see the survey ar-
ticle [5] for further discussion). Their study was initiated in the ’70s by Brascamp, Lieb, and
Luttinger [16], later continued by the authors of, for example, [2, 3, 20]. Since then, neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for finiteness and extremisability of Brascamp-Lieb inequalities
were established by Bennett, Carbery, Christ, and Tao in [11]. Additionally, some far-reaching
connections with Brascamp-Lieb inequalities have been found in convex geometry [4], kinetic
theory [20], number theory [30], computer science [28], and group theory [21].
It is common in applications to encounter nonlinear variants where the linear maps Lj are
replaced with nonlinear maps, as observed in [6, 9, 13, 20] for example. Significant progress
on inequalities of this type was made in [7], where the authors establish the following highly
general local nonlinear Brascamp-Lieb inequality.
Theorem 1.2 (Bennett, Bez, Buschenhenke, Cowling, Flock 2018). For each j P t1, ...,mu, let
Bj : U Ñ Mj be a C2 submersion defined on an open neighbourhood of a point x0 P Rn. For
each ε ą 0, there exists a δ ą 0 such thatż
|x´x0|ďδ
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpjdx ď p1` εqBLpdBpx0q,pq
mź
j“1
ˆż
Rnj
fj
˙pj
.
The study of global Brascamp-Lieb inequalities is currently at the stage of case by case
examples, which include an inequality proved by Bennett, Bez, and Gutierrez for nonlinear data
of degree one [10] and a certain global trilinear inequality of Koch and Steinerberger [35]. It
was first suggested in [13] that a global Brascamp-Lieb inequality should include an appropriate
weight factor in order to compensate for local degeneracies, and it is upon this suggestion that
we include a weight factor of the form BLpdBpxq,pq´1 in our inequality. It was also discussed
in the same paper that even with an appropriate weight factor one cannot expect a global
nonlinear Brascamp-Lieb inequality to hold with only local hypotheses, due to reasons relating
to infinite failure of injectivity. We address this issue by imposing that our nonlinear maps
are quasialgebraic, a property we define in the following section, that entails that the fibres
of our maps are algebraic varieties, the heuristic motivation being that Be´zout’s theorem then
eliminates such global injectivity issues.
1.2 Preliminary Definitions and Notation
Before we define the notion of a quasialgebraic map, we should first clarify the notion of an
algebraic variety.
Definition 1.3. A subset H Ă Rn is an algebraic variety in Rn if and only if there exists a
finite collection of polynomials P Ă Rrx1, ..., xns such that
H “ tx P R : ppxq “ 0 @p P Pu (2)
We then define the degree of H to be the minimum of the quantity maxpPP deg p as P ranges
over all collections of polynomials such that (2) holds.
It should be remarked that, while being perfectly suitable for our purposes, this is a restricted
definition, and would be more widely referred to as the definition of a real affine variety. A
more general definition of an algebraic variety can be found in [32] for example.
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Definition 1.4. Let M Ă Rn be an open subset of a d-dimensional algebraic variety and let N
be a Riemannian manifold. We say that a map F : M Ñ N that is C8 everywhere except for
a closed null set is quasialgebraic if its fibres are open subsets of algebraic varieties. We define
the degree of F to be the maximum degree of its fibres (this may be infinite).
The author is not aware of this notion of a quasialgebraic map being discussed anywhere in
the literature, however this is not to pretend that it is an innovative concept, merely one that
is very much tailored to our purposes. As remarked earlier, the class of quasialgebraic maps
encompasses many important classes of maps, as ordered below.
tpolynomial mapsu Ă trational mapsu Ă talgebraic mapsu Ă tquasialgebraic mapsu
As one would hope, the notion of degree in Definition 1.4 coincides with the conventional notion
of degree for each of the above classes. It is easy to check that, unlike the classes of polynomial,
rational, and algebraic maps, the class of quasialgebraic maps is ‘closed’ under diffeomorphism,
in the sense that given a quasialgebraic map F : M Ñ N , and a diffeomorphism φ : N Ñ N 1,
the map F 1 :“ φ ˝ F : M Ñ N 1 is a quasialgebraic map of the same degree as F .
Before moving onto stating our main theorem we should first state our notational conven-
tions. In this paper, the expression ‘A À B’ will be used to denote that ‘A ď CB’, where C ą 0
is a constant depending only upon the relevant dimensions and exponents, and the expression
‘A » B’ will be used to denote that ‘A À B À A’. Given a metric space M , We let Urpxq
denote a ball of radius r ą 0 centred at a point x P M , and we denote the centred dilate of
a ball V by a factor c ą 0 by cV . Notice that at some points either dBj will not be defined
or will fail to be surjective, in such cases we set BLpdBpxq,pq “ 8. Given a Brascamp-Lieb
datum pL,pq and a subspace V of H, we let BLV pL,pq denote the best constant C ą 0 in the
following ‘restricted’ Brascamp-Lieb inequality.
ż
V
mź
j“1
fj ˝ LjpxqpjdλV pxq ď C
mź
j“1
˜ż
LjV
fjpxjqdλLjV pxjq
¸pj
. (3)
Lastly, we shall denote the zero-set of a polynomial map p : Rn Ñ Rk by Zppq :“ tx P Rn :
ppxq “ 0u.
1.3 Main Results
We shall now state our main theorem.
Theorem 1.5 (Quasialgebraic Brascamp–Lieb Inequality). Let d,m, n P N and, for each 1 ď
j ď m, let nj P N and pj P r0, 1s. Assume that the scaling condition řmj“1 pjnj “ d is satisfied.
Let M Ă Rn be an open subset of a d-dimensional algebraic variety, and for each j P t1, ...,mu,
let Mj be an nj-dimensional Riemannian manifold.
We consider quasialgebraic maps Bj : M ÑMj that extend to quasialgebraic maps on some
open set A Ă Rn. Setting p :“ pp1, ..., pmq and equipping each Mj with the measure µj induced
by its Riemannian metric, the following inequality holds for all fj P L1pMjq:ż
M
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpj dσpxq
BLTxMpdBpxq,pq À degpMq
mź
j“1
˜
degpBjq
ż
Mj
fjpxjqdµjpxjq
¸pj
, (4)
where σ is the induced Hausdorff measure on M .
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In particular, this immediately gives us a less powerful, but more concisely stated weighted
nonlinear Brascamp-Lieb inequality for polynomial maps.
Corollary 1.6 (Polynomial Brascamp-Lieb Inequality). Let the dimensions and exponents be
as in Theorem 1.5, and let Bj : Rd Ñ Rnj be polynomial maps. The following inequality holds
over all fj P L1pRnjq:ż
Rd
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpj dx
BLpdBpxq,pq À
mź
j“1
ˆ
degpBjq
ż
Rnj
fjpxjqdxj
˙pj
. (5)
Brascamp-Lieb inequalities were first studied as a generalisation of Young’s convolution
inequality on Rn in [16], it is therefore fitting that one may view Theorem 1.5 as a general-
isation of Young’s convolution inequality on algebraic groups, those being algebraic varieties
equipped with a group structure such that the associated multiplication and inversion maps
are ‘morphisms’ of varieties, i.e. restrictions of polynomial maps.
Corollary 1.7. Let G be an algebraic group, with left-invariant Haar measure dµ. We let ∆ :
G Ñ p0,8q be the modular character associated to pG, µq, which is the unique homomorphism
such that for all measurable f : GÑ R,ż
G
fpxqdµpxq “ ∆pgq
ż
G
fpxgqdµpxq.
We define left-convolution as follows:
f ˚ gpxq :“
ż
G
fpxy´1qgpyqdµpyq
The following inequality holds for all p1, ..., pm, r P r1,8s such that 1r1 “
řm
j“1
1
p1j
, and all
fj P LpjpGq, ››››˚mj“1fj∆řj´1l“1 1p1j ››››
LrpGq
À degpGq degpmGqσ
mź
j“1
}fj}Lpj pGq (6)
where mG : GˆGÑ G is the multiplication operation, and σ :“ řmj“1 1pj .
We give a proof of this corollary in section 5. It is important to note that since the best
constant for Young’s inequality on locally compact topological groups is always less than one
[40], Corollary 1.7 does not offer any improvement to the theory, however it is nonetheless
included in this paper for the sake of context; we refer the reader to [23, 34, 38, 40] for further
details on Young’s inequality in abstract settings. We remarked earlier on that Theorem 1.5
is an example of an affine-invariant inequality, in the sense that the left-hand side is invariant
under the natural action A : Bj ÞÑ Bj ˝ A of GLnpRq on the class of quasialgebraic data,
however this inequality in fact exhibits a more general diffeomorphism-invariance property, as
described by the following proposition.
Proposition 1.8. Let the dimensions and exponents be as in Theorem 1.5. Let M and ĂM be
d-dimensional Riemannian manifolds equipped with induced measures µ and rµ, and, for each
1 ď j ď m, let Mj be an nj-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let Bj : M Ñ Mj be a.e. C1,
and φ : ĂM Ñ M be a diffeomorphism. Defining rB “ pB˜jqmj“1 “ pBj ˝ φqmj“1, the following then
holds for all fj P L1pMjq:ż
ĂM
mź
j“1
fj ˝ rBjpxqpj drµpxq
BLTxĂMpdrBpxq,pq “
ż
M
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpj dµpxq
BLTxMpdBpxq,pq
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Proof. By the chain rule and Lemma 3.3 of [11], for almost every x PM ,
BLTxĂMpdrBpxq,pq “ BLTφpxqMpdBpφpxqqdφpxq,pq “ BLTφpxqMpdBpφpxqq,pq detpdφpxqq´1.
Hence, by changing variables we obtain thatż
ĂM
mź
j“1
fj ˝ rBjpxqpj dx
BLTxĂMpdrBpxq,pq “
ż
ĂM
mź
j“1
fj ˝ rBjpxqpj detpdφpxqqdx
BLTφpxqMpdBpφpxqq,pq
“
ż
M
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpj dx
BLTxMpdBpxq,pq .
In light of Proposition 1.8, one may extend Theorem 1.5 to any m-tuple of maps pBjqmj“1 that
may each be written as a composition of a quasialgebraic map with a common diffeomorphism
φ, however we shall leave this as a remark. The proof strategy for Theorem 1.5 will be to
appeal to a generalised endpoint multilinear curvilinear Kakeya inequality, which we will view
as a discrete version of (4), and run a limiting argument in order to recover the full inequality.
1.4 Endpoint Multilinear Kakeya-type Inequalities
The tools we will be using in this proof trace their lineage back to the endpoint multilinear
Kakeya inequality, conjectured by Bennett, Carbery, and Tao in [12], later proved by Guth
in [31].
Theorem 1.9 (Endpoint Multilinear Kakeya Inequality, Guth (2009)). For each 1 ď j ď n, let
Tj be a collection of straight doubly infinite tubes Tj Ă Rn of unit width. Denote the direction
of a tube Tj P Tj by epTjq, and suppose that there exists θ ą 0 such that, for any configuration
of tubes pT1, ..., Tnq P T1 ˆ ...ˆ Tn, we have the uniform transversality bound |Źnj“1 epTjq| ą θ,
then the following inequality holds:
ż
Rn
¨˝
nź
j“1
ÿ
TjPTj
χTj‚˛
1
n´1
dx À θ´ 1n´1
nź
j“1
p#T q 1n´1 (7)
Remarkably, the proof of this theorem relies heavily on sophisticated techniques from al-
gebraic topology. If we suppose that each Tj P Tj is parallel to the j-th axis, then we may
interpret the tubes Tj as preimages of balls Vj Ă Rn´1 under the projection pij onto the orthog-
onal complement of the j-th coordinate axis, as such we may write
ř
TjPTj χTj “
ř
VjPVj χVj ˝pij
for some collection Vj of unit balls Vj in Rn´1, from which we recover the Loomis-Whitney
inequality via rescaling and applying a standard density argument.
Motivated by seeking a more simple proof of this theorem, Carbery and Valdimarsson later
established the following affine-invariant generalisation via the Borsuk–Ulam theorem [18].
Theorem 1.10 (Affine-invariant Multilinear Kakeya, Carbery-Valdimarsson (2013) [18]). Let
1 ď m ď n. For each 1 ď j ď m, let Tj be a collection of straight doubly infinite tubes Tj of
unit width, then the following inequality holds:
ż
Rn
¨˝ ÿ
pT1,...,TmqPT1ˆ...ˆTm
|
mľ
j“1
epTjq|χT1X...XTm‚˛
1
m´1
dx À
mź
j“1
p#T q 1m´1 (8)
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If we may uniformly bound the weight |Źmj“1 epTjq| below by some θ ą 0, then this will
allow us to factorise the integrand on the left-hand side of p8q in such a manner that we then
recover Theorem 1.9. Zhang offers a generalisation of Theorem 1.10 in [41], where, essentially,
the tubes Tj are replaced with tubular neighbourhoods of algebraic varieties. An early example
of curvilinear variants of Kakeya inequalities of this kind is offered by Bourgain and Guth
in [15], where they prove a trilinear inequality for algebraic curves (1-dimensional algebraic
varieties) in R4.
Theorem 1.11 (Bourgain-Guth 2011 [15]). Suppose that Γi Ă R4 is an algebraic curve re-
stricted to the unit 4-ball with degree À 1 and C2 norm À 1. Let Ti denote the δ-neighborhood
of an algebraic curve Γi and let T be an arbitrary finite set of such Ti. Define approximate
tangent vectors vipxq for x P Ti P T . The following estimate holds:
ż
U1p0q
¨˝ ÿ
pTi,Tj ,TkqPT 3
|vipxq ^ vjpxq ^ vkpxq|χTiXTjXTkpxq‚˛
1
2
dx À δ4p#T q 32 (9)
There are higher dimensional generalisations of this inequality due to Zhang and Zorin-
Kranich, but before we state it, we remark that any higher-dimensional analogue of (9) must
involve some suitable generalisation of the wedge term in the integrand that tracks the transver-
sality of the varieties in a similar manner. One such generalisation involves a weight that takes
the form of a ‘wedge product’ of the tangent spaces of the varieties, which we shall now define.
Definition 1.12. Let W1, ...,Wm be a collection of subspaces of Rn, and for each Wj choose
an orthonormal basis wj1, ..., w
j
kj
. Observing that the
řm
j“1 kj-dimensional volume of the paral-
lelepiped generated by the union of these bases, given by |Źmj“1 Źkii“1wji |, does not depend on
the choice of bases, we denote this quantity by |Źmj“1Wj|.
Theorem 1.13 (kj-variety theorem, Zhang 2015 [41]). Assume that
řm
j“1 kj “ n. For each
j P t1, ...,mu, let Hj be an open subset of a kj-dimensional algebraic subvariety in Rn, and let
σj denote the kj-dimensional Hausdorff measure on Hj, then,
ż
Rn
˜ż
H1XU1pxqˆ...ˆHmXU1pxq
|
mľ
i“1
TyjHj|dσ1py1q...dσmpymq
¸ 1
m´1
dx À
mź
j“1
degpHjq 1m´1 (10)
While at first glance this inequality appears to have a very different form to (8) and (9),
one may view the inner integral as a weighted bump function supported in the intersection of
the unit neighborhoods of the varieties H1, ..., Hm, where this weight is a higher-dimensional
generalisation of the wedge of tangent vectors arising in (9). We should remark that, in the same
paper, Zhang does prove a stronger theorem than the above that accounts for more general
configurations of dimensions and exponents, wherein the weight explicitly takes the form of
a Brascamp–Lieb constant. Later, Zorin-Kranich devised a reformulation of this generalised
theorem that makes use of Fremlin tensor product norms, and this is the version we shall be
using to prove Theorem 1.5.
Definition 1.14. Given measure spaces X1, ..., Xm and pj P r1,8s, define the Fremlin tensor
product norm }F }ĎÂm
j“1L
pj pXjq on
Âm
j“1 L
pjpXjq by
}F }ĎÂm
j“1L
pj pXjq :“ inf
#
mź
j“1
}Fj}Lpj pXjq : Fj P LpjpXjq, |F | ď |F1| b ...b |Fm|
+
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Zorin-Kranich also makes use of a non-standard regime for defining Brascamp–Lieb inequal-
ities that takes, as data, collections of subspaces as opposed to linear maps, one that we shall
now define. Given a collection of subspaces W1, ...,Wm ď Rn such that dimpWjq “ kj, with a
corresponding collection of exponents p1, ..., pm ą 0, the associated ‘Brascamp–Lieb inequality’
is defined as follows over all fj P L1pRn{Wjq:ż
Rn
mź
j“1
fjpx`Wjqpjdx ď C
mź
j“1
˜ż
Rn{Wj
fj
¸pj
(11)
Following the notation of [42], we then write
ÝÑ
Wj “ pW1, ...,Wmq, p :“ pp1, ..., pmq, and denote
the best constant C ą 0 in the above inequality by BL1pÝÑWj,pq. In his paper, Zorin-Kranich
makes use of local versions of the Brascamp-Lieb constants, which allows for exponents to lie
outside of the polytope defined by the scaling condition
řm
j“1 pjnj “ n. We shall however state
a version of Zorin-Kranich’s theorem that assumes such a scaling condition, but nonetheless is
more general than Theorem 1.13.
Theorem 1.15 (Zorin-Kranich 2017 [42]). Let Q be a decomposition of Rn into unit cubes and
for each 1 ď j ď m, let Hj Ă Rn be an open subset of a kj-dimensional algebraic variety and
pj P r0, 1s be chosen such that řmj“1 pjpn ´ kjq “ n. Suppose that P :“ ř pj ě 1, then the
following inequality holds:
ÿ
QPQ
}BL1pÝÝÝÑTxjHj,pq´
1
P }PĎÂm
j“1L
P {pj
xj
pHjXQq
À
mź
j“1
degpHjqpj (12)
Consequently, averaging over all axis-parallel choices of Q and rescaling by a factor of 2 via
the forthcoming Lemma 3.1, we obtain the following inequality under the same conditions:ż
Rn
}BL1pÝÝÝÑTxjHj,pq´
1
P }PĎÂm
j“1L
P {pj
xj
pHjXU1pxqq
dx À
mź
j“1
degpHjqpj . (13)
This integral representation is the form we shall be using in this paper. In analogy with the
discussion following the statement of Theorems 1.9 and 1.10, it is natural that one should
attempt to derive a Brascamp–Lieb inequality from Theorems 1.13 or 1.15 by formally running
the same argument as in the linear case, however, in the presence of nonlinearity, tubular
neighbourhoods of fibres cannot be written as preimages of balls, hence we cannot immediately
run the same density argument as before. We therefore need to use a more detailed construction,
where we cover these preimages by a union of many very thin tubular neighbourhoods of fibres,
paying careful attention to how they overlap (see figure 3, section 2.3).
This paper will form part of the author’s PhD thesis under the supervision of Jonathan
Bennett, whose guidance, patience, and support was invaluable to the production of this work.
The author would also like to thank Alessio Martini for offering many helpful suggestions
that greatly improved the quality of this paper, and Karoline van Gemst for some stimulating
discussions on related topics.
2 Setup for the proof of Theorem 1.5
2.1 Initial reductions
We shall assume for the remainder of the paper without loss of generality that the maps Bj have
finite degree, since the case of infinite degree holds vacuously, and that BLTxMpdBpxq,pq ă 8
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for all x P M , in particular that Bj is a submersion on M . We may do this firstly because we
may remove the set of non-smooth points harmlessly since it is closed and null, so M is still
an open subset of an algebraic variety, and secondly we may remove the set of smooth points
at which the weight arising in (1.5) vainishes, i.e. those x P M such that BLpdBpxq,pq “ 8,
since this set is closed by continuity of the reciprocal of the Brascamp-Lieb constant (Theorem
5.2 of [7]).
2.1.1 Reduction to the Euclidean case
We shall reduce to the case where d “ n, i.e. where M is an open subset of Rn. We begin with
a standard geometric lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let N be an pn´dq-dimensional Riemannian manifold and let χδ : N Ñ R be the
normalised characteristic function associated to the δ-ball centred at some fixed z0 P N , defined
by χδpzq :“ δn´dχUδpz0q. Given an open set A Ă Rn and a submersion B : AÑ N , then for any
continuous and integrable f : AÑ R the following holds:ż
A
fpxqχδ ˝Bpxqdx δÑ0ÝÑ
ż
AXB´1ptz0uq
fpxq detpdBpxqdBpxq˚q´ 12dσpxq.
Where dσ denotes the induced d-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
We also require the following identity of Brascamp-Lieb constants, which may be regarded
as a crude example of a Brascamp-Lieb constant splitting through a critical subspace, a phe-
nomenon that was studied in its full generality in [11].
Lemma 2.2. Let d, n,m P N, n1, ..., nm P N and write nm`1 “ n ´ d. For 1 ď j ď m ` 1, we
consider linear surjections Lj : Rn Ñ Rnj such that, for 1 ď j ď m, Lj restricts to a surjection
on the subspace V :“ kerpLm`1q. Let pj P r0, 1s for 1 ď j ď m and pm`1 “ 1, and assume
that the scaling condition
řm`1
j“1 pjnj “ n is satisfied. Let rL :“ pLjqm`1j“1 and rp :“ ppjqm`1j“1 . V
is a critical subspace corresponding to the Brascamp-Lieb datum prL, rpq, furthermore, if we let
L :“ pL|V qmj“1 and p :“ ppjqmj“1, we then have the following identity.
BLprL, rpq “ detpLm`1L˚m`1q´ 12BLpL,pq
The proofs of these lemmas is given in Section 5. Combining them with Theorem 1.5 in the
euclidean case then yields the general case.
Proposition 2.3. If Theorem 1.5 holds for d “ n, then Theorem 1.5 holds for general M .
Proof. Let Bm`1 : Rn Ñ Rn´d be a polynomial map such that M “ ZpBm`1q, degpBm`1q “
degpMq, and let A Ă Rn be any bounded open set such that Bm`1 restricts to a submersion on
A XM . Recall the definition of χδ from Lemma 2.1. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we know that
given any fj P C0pMjq,ż
AXM
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpj dσpxq
BLTxMpdBpxq,pq “
ż
AXM
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpj detpdBm`1pxqdBm`1pxq
˚q´ 12dσpxq
BLpĂdBpxq, rpq
(14)
“ lim
δÑ0
ż
A
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpj χδ ˝Bm`1pxqdx
BLpĂdBpxq, rpq . (15)
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Applying Theorem 1.5 inside the limit on the right-hand side we then obtainż
AXM
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpj dx
BLTxMpdBpxq,pq
À degpBm`1qlim
δÑ0
ˆż
Rn´d
χδpzqdz
˙ mź
j“1
˜
degpBjq
ż
Mj
fjpxjqdµjpxjq
¸pj
(16)
» degpMq
mź
j“1
˜
degpBjq
ż
Mj
fjpxjqdµjpxjq
¸pj
, (17)
which yields the desired inequality, since the right-hand side is uniform in the choice of A, and
extends to arbitrary fj P L1pMjq via density.
To emphasise that our domain is now to be assumed to be of full dimension, for the remainder
of the proof we shall denote the domain of Bj by U Ă Rn instead of M .
2.1.2 Discretisation
Having reduced Theorem 1.5 to the euclidean case, we shall further reduce Theorem 1.5 to an
even more tractable inequality, where the domain U is replaced with a compact subset Ω Ť U ,
and the arbitrary L1 functions fj take the specific form of characteristic functions associated
to small balls on Mj.
Proposition 2.4. For every compact set Ω Ť U , there exists a ν ą 0 such that for all δ P p0, νq
the following holds: let Vj be a finite collection (allowing multiplicities) of δ-balls in Mj, then
ż
Ω
mź
j“1
¨˝ ÿ
VjPVj
χVj ˝Bjpxq‚˛
pj
dx
BLpdBpxq,pq À
mź
j“1
pdegpBjqδnj#Vjqpj . (18)
We shall now derive Theorem 1.5 from Proposition 2.4 via a standard limiting argument.
Proof of Theorem 1.5 given Proposition 2.4. The idea of this proof is to take an increasing
sequence of compact domains Ωk whose union is U , and for each term in the sequence apply (18),
choosing the collections of balls Vj such that the sums of their indicator functions approximate
fj from below, up to a constant, from which (4) follows by the monotone convergence theorem.
In reality, we will actually be approximating our arbitrary inputs fj from below by sums of
characteristic functions associated, not to balls, but to a suitably scaled partition of Mj, however
we view this as a technicality.
For each k P N, let Ωk Ť U be compact subset such that Ωk Ă Ωk`1 and Ť8k“1 Ωk “ U . Let
Vpkqj be a countable finitely overlapping cover ofMj via δk-balls, where δk ą 0 is to be determined
later, and let Qpkqj be an essentially disjoint cover of Mj such that #Qpkqj » #Vpkqj and each
Qj P Qpkqj is a subset of some Vj P Vpkqj . For each j P t1, ...,mu, let fj P C80 pMjq X L1pMjq be a
non-negative function and, for each Qj P Qpkqj , let cjpQjq P N be chosen such that for all z PMj
inf
xPQj
fjpzqk ´ 1 ď cjpQjq ď inf
xPQj
fjpzqk.
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By construction, we have the pointwise limit 1
k
ř
QjPQpkqj cpQjqχQj ÕkÑ8 fj, so in particular, for
all x P Rn, by the monotone convergence theorem,
ż
Ωk
mź
j“1
¨˚
˝1
k
ÿ
QjPQpkqj
cpQjqχQj ˝Bjpxq‹˛‚
pj
dx
BLpdBpxq,pq
ÝÑ
kÑ8
ż
U
mź
j“1
fj ˝Bjpxqpj dx
BLpdBpxq,pq (19)
(20)
On the other hand, provided that each δk is chosen to be sufficiently small with respect to Ωk,
we may apply (18) and the scaling condition to the (finite) multiset rVpkqj consisting of cjpVjq
copies of each ball Vj P Vpkqj that intersects BjpΩkq to obtain the desired bound.
ż
Ωk
mź
j“1
¨˚
˝1
k
ÿ
QjPQpkqj
cpQjqχQj ˝Bjpxq‹˛‚
pj
dx
BLpdBpxq,pq
ď 1
kn
ż
Ωk
mź
j“1
¨˚
˝ ÿ
VjPrVpkqj
cpQjqχVj ˝Bjpxq‹˛‚
pj
dx
BLpdBpxq,pq (21)
À
mź
j“1
˜
degpBjqδnj #
rVpkqj
k
¸pj
(22)
»
mź
j“1
¨˚
˝degpBjq1
k
ż
Mj
ÿ
QjPQpkqj
cjpQjqχQj ‹˛‚
pj
(23)
ÝÑ
kÑ8
mź
j“1
˜
degpBjq
ż
Mj
fjpxjqdµjpxjq
¸pj
. (24)
The last line is also a consequence of the monotone convergence theorem. Theorem 1.5 then
follows by combining (20) with (24), and using a standard density argument to improve to
arbitrary fj P L1pMjq.
2.2 Central Constructions
The strategy for proving Proposition 2.4 is based on appealing to Theorem 1.15, in particular
finding a collection of open subsets rH1, ..., rHm of algebraic varieties such that, if substituted
into (13), then this inequality would yield (18). These manifolds may be thought of as the
unions of ‘discrete foliations’ of the preimages B´1j pVjq via the fibres of Bj.
par We shall now carry out this construction. Fix Ω and let δ ą 0 and Vj be a finite collection
of δ-balls in Mj. Let α ą β ą 1, for each Vj P Vj let xVj denote the centre of Vj, and
choose an orthonormal basis B1, ..., Bnj P TxVjMj. Given ε ą 0, we define the discrete ε-grid
ΛεVj :“
Ànj
i“1 εZBi, and we consider the following discrete mesh associated to Vj:
ΓpVjq :“ expxVj
´
Λδ
α
Vj
¯
X 2Vj.
We have dilated the balls Vj by a factor of 2 for technical reasons that will become apparent
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Figure 1: The specific case when Vj “ tV p1qj , V p2qj , V p3qj u
in the proof of Lemma 3.4, the reader is encouraged to ignore it upon first reading. In order to
track multiplicities, it shall be important that for each Vj, V
1
j P Vj, ΓpVjqXΓpV 1j q “ H, however
this is not guaranteed by our construction as it stands, hence if there exists z P ΓpVjq X ΓpV 1j q,
then we shall remedy this by simply translating one of these discrete sets by a negligible distance
of, say, δα
100
.
We shall now use the assumption that Bj is quasialgebraic. For each z P Mj there exists a
polynomial map pzj : Rn Ñ Rnj such that B´1j ptzuq is an open subset of Zppzjq and degppzjq ď
degpBjq. Define the following polynomial map (multiplication is defined term-wise):
Sj :“
ź
VjPVj
ź
zPΓpVjq
pzj ,
and let ZpSjq be its zero-set. By our assumption that Bj is a submersion, we may assume that
ZpSjq is an pn´njq-dimensional variety, and contains the following open subset that will serve
as our aforementioned ‘discrete’ foliation.
rHj :“ ď
VjPVj
B´1j pΓpVjqq Ă ZpSjq.
Observe that if δ ą 0 is chosen to be sufficiently small, then #ΓpVjq » δ´αnj |Vj| » δp1´αqnj ,
hence we may bound the degree of ZpSjq as follows:
degpZpSjqq ď
ÿ
VjPVj
ÿ
zPΓpVjq
degppzjq ď degpBjq#
¨˝ ď
VjPVj
ΓpVjq‚˛
“ degpBjq
ÿ
VjPVj
#ΓpVjq » degpBjqδp1´αqnj#Vj (25)
2.3 Heuristic Explanation of Proof Strategy
Let fj :“ řVjPVj χVj , and observe that the right-hand side of (25) is equal to degpBjqδ´αnj şRnj fj,
so provided we cancel the factor of δαnj at some stage, it then seems promising to substituterH1, ..., rHm into (13), and try to obtain (18) from there.
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Figure 2: Picture of rHj
Morally, we may view the left-hand side of (13) as measuring the the size of the intersections
of tubular neighbourhoods of the varieties rHj of unit thickness, weighted by their mutual
transversality. By rescaling we may reduce the size of these neighbourhoods to an arbitrarily
small scale, for technical reasons we will reduce the thickness of the tubes to near δβ-scale.
If we now substitute the varieties rH1, ..., rHm into (13), assuming our meshes ΓpVjq are sufficiently
fine with respect to the size of Vj, then the left-hand side would essentially be measuring the
size of the set
mč
j“1
ď
VjPVj
ď
zPΓpVjq
pB´1j ptzuq ` Uδβp0qq. (26)
which we claim contains
Şm
j“1
Ť
VjPVj B
´1
j pVjq X Ω, and it is this set that the left-hand side
of (18) is essentially measuring, so all we need to make sure of is that the two measures in
question essentially coincide. The measure being applied to (26) is the Lebesgue measure
weighted not only by the transversality of the leaves B´1j ptzuq comprising rHj, as imparted by
the integrand BL1pÝÝÝÑTxj rHj,pq but also, for each j, a combinatorial factor that counts, given
x P Şmj“1 ŤVjPVj B´1j pVjq X Ω, the number of δβ–neighbourhoods that x lies in, and this factor
is given by
ř
zPΓpVjq χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq.
As the forthcoming Lemma 3.4 demonstrates, this factor itself splits into two factors: one
counts the the number of preimages B´1j pVjq that x lies in, which is exactly given by
ř
VjPVj χVj ˝
Bjpxq, and the other is a factor that counts the amount of overlap between tubes associated
with the same ball Vj at a point x P U . This factor will be large when the tubes are tightly
packed, and low when the tubes are more spaced out. These situations correspond to the
derivative map dBjpxq having respectively large and small ‘volume’, which is quantified by the
function |Rjpxq|, which we define in the next section. It is the content of Lemma 3.2 that these
additional |Rjpxq|-factors will allow us to move from BL1-factors to BL-factors, which finally
gives us the left-hand side of (18).
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Figure 3: overlapping δβ-tubes
3 Lemmata
Here we shall prove the results that form the ingredients we need to prove Proposition 2.4.
First of all, we shall investigate how Fremlin tensor product norms behave under rescaling.
Lemma 3.1. Let X1, .., Xm Ă Rn be smooth submanifolds such that dimpXjq “ kj, let q1, ..., qm ě
1, and let F PÂmj“1 LqjpXjq. Then, for all ε ą 0,
}BL1pÝÝÝÑTxjXj,pq}ĎÂm
j“1L
qj
xj
pXjq “ ε
ř
kj{qj}BL1pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑTxjpε´1Xjq,pq}ĎÂm
j“1L
qj
xj
pε´1Xjq. (27)
Proof. First of all, since dilation is a conformal mapping, it must preserve tangent spaces of
submanifolds, so in particular TεxjXj “ Txjpε´1Xjq. For each j P t1, ...,mu, let Fj P LqjpXjq be
an arbitrary function satisfying Fj ě 0 and BL1pÝÝÝÑTxjXj,pq ď F1px1q...Fmpxmq a.e. pointwise.
By the definition of a Fremlin tensor product, it then suffices that
mź
j“1
}Fj}Lqj pXjq “ ε
ř
kj{qj
mź
j“1
}Fjpε¨q}Lqj pε´1Xjq, (28)
which follows immediately from rescaling the Lqj norms.
A necessary ingredient for proving Proposition 2.4 is a formula relating the standard BL-
constants with the nonstandard BL1-constants arising in (13). We find that we may derive
an explicit factorisation that makes explicit the dual role that the BL-constant plays, in both
measuring the mutual transversality of their kernels of the Lj and measuring how close the
maps Lj come to being non-surjective.
Lemma 3.2. Let pL,pq be a Brascamp–Lieb datum such that each map Lj is surjective, and
let Rj P ΛnjpHq denote the nj-fold wedge product of the rows of Lj with respect to a suitable
orthonormal basis, then
BLpL,pq “ BL1pÝÝÝÝÑkerpLjq,pq
mź
j“1
|Rj|´pj . (29)
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Proof. For the sakes of concreteness, we shall assume that the domains of the surjections Lj
is Rn equipped with the standard inner product. By the first isomorphism theorem, for each
j P t1, ...,mu there exists an isomorphism φj : Rnj{ kerpLjq Ñ Hj such that Lj “ φj ˝pij, where
pij : Rn Ñ Rn{ kerpLjq is the canonical projection map.
First of all, we claim that | detpφjq| “ |Rj|. To see this, observe that |Ljr0, 1sn| “ |φjr0, 1snj | “
| detpφq|, so the claim then follows provided we can show that |Ljr0, 1sn| “ |Rj|.
|Ljr0, 1sn| “ |pLjr0, 1snq ˆ r0, 1sn´nj | “ |MJr0, 1sn| “ | detpMq|
where M P Rnˆn is the matrix whose first nj rows are the rows of Lj and the last n´ nj rows
are enj`1, ..., en, where e1, ..., en is an orthonormal basis of Rn such that e1, ..., enj span kerpLjqK
and enj`1, ..., en spans kerpLjq. Since Rj “ ˘|Rj|
Źnj
j“1 ej, the claim then quickly follows.
|Ljr0, 1sn| “ | detM | “ |Rj ^ p
nľ
j“nj`1
ejq| “ |Rj||
nľ
j“1
ej| “ |Rj|
Now, let fj P L1pHjq be arbitrary and rfj :“ fj ˝ φj. We may then change variables and rewrite
the left-hand side of the Brascamp–Lieb inequality associated to pL,pq as follows.ż
Rn
mź
j“1
fj ˝ Ljpxqpjdx “
ż
Rn
mź
j“1
rfj ˝ pijpxqpjdx “ ż
Rn
mź
j“1
rfjpx` kerpLjqqpjdx (30)
Moreover,
ş
Rn{ kerpLjq
rfj “ detpφjq´1 şHj fj “ |Rj|´1 şHj fj because these integrals are positive by
assumption, hence combining this with (30) we obtain thatż
Rn
mź
j“1
fj ˝ Ljpxqpjdx ď BL1pÝÝÝÝÑkerpLjq,pq
mź
j“1
˜
|Rj|´1
ż
Hj
fj
¸pj
. (31)
Therefore BLpL,pq ď BL1pÝÝÝÝÑkerpLjq,pqśmj“1 |Rj|´pj . Furthermore if we observe that (31) is
sharp, then by the definitions of BL and BL1, this automatically improves to the desired
formula BLpL,pq “ BL1pÝÝÝÝÑkerpLjq,pqśmj“1 |Rj|´pj .
We remark that |Rj| may also be written as detpLjLj˚ q1{2, since |Rj|2 “ xRj, RjyΛnj pRnq “
detpprj,k ¨ rj,lqnk,l“1q “ detpLjLj˚ q, where rj,k is the kth row of Lj. As one would expect, the
formula (3.2) also allows us to carry stability properties from the standard BL-constants to the
BL1-constants arising in (13), which we state more precisely in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. Let Ω Ť U be compact. Writing x :“ px1, ..., xmq, the weight function g : Ωm Ñ
R defined by
gpxq :“ BL1pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑker dBjpxjq,pq´1
is uniformly continuous and locally constant at a sufficiently small scale, that is to say for ε ą 0
sufficiently small depending on Ω, for all x,y P Ωm,
|x´ y| ă ε ùñ gpxq À gpyq.
Proof. For each xj P Ω, let Πxjj : Rn Ñ kerpdBjpxjqK denote the projection map onto kerpdBjpxjqKq,
and let φ
xj
j : Rnj Ñ kerpdBjpxjqK be a family of isometric isomorphisms that varies continu-
ously in xj. Define the family of surjections L
xj
j : Rn Ñ Rnj by Lxjj :“ pφxjj q´1 ˝ Πxjj , and let
Lx :“ pLxjj qmj“1. By Lemma 3.2, BLpLx,pq´1 “ gpxq´1
śm
j“1 | detpφxjj q|pj “ gpxq, hence conti-
nuity of g follows from the continuity of the reciprocal of the Brascamp–Lieb constant over Ω,
as established in [8], hence by compactness of Ω and the positivity of g, g b g´1 is uniformly
continuous on pΩmq2, so because g b g´1px; xq “ 1 for all x P Ωm, there exists ε ą 0 such that
for all x,y P Ωm, g b g´1px; yq ă 2 provided that |x´ y| ă ε, hence the claim follows.
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The next proposition will allow us to simultaneously cover the preimages B´1j pVjq of balls V
by tubular neighbourhoods of the varieties comprising rHj, and account for the missing factor
in the weight BLpdBpxq,pq´1, as alluded to in section 2.3
Lemma 3.4. Let Ω Ť U be compact and fix j P t1, ...,mu. Let Rjpxq P ΛnjpRnq denote the nj-
fold wedge product of the rows of dBjpxq, then for a sufficiently small choice of δ ą 0 depending
on Ω, over all x P Ω,
|Rjpxq|χVj ˝Bjpxq À δpα´βqnj
ÿ
zPΓpVjq
χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq. (32)
To prove this lemma, we shall need to establish the following intuitive geometric fact that
shall allow us to deal with the nonlinearity present in the quasialgebraic maps Bj.
Lemma 3.5. Given the same hypotheses as Lemma 3.4, for a sufficiently small choice of δ ą 0
depending on Ω, Lxj pUδ{2pxqq Ă BjpUδpxqq for all x P Ω, where Lxj pyq :“ expBjpxqpdBjpxqpy´xqq
is now the affine approximation of Bj about x (not to be confused with the notation used in
Corollary 3.3).
Proof. Let D be the distribution (in the geometric sense) on Ω assigning to each x P Ω the
subspace ker dBjpxqK. We first need to show that this distribution arises from a foliation of
Ω, i.e. that there exists an nj-dimensional foliation F :“ tFx : x P Ωu such that TxFx “
ker dBjpxqK, where Fx denotes the leaf that passes through x. To establish this, we appeal to
Frobenius’ theorem, which states that such an F exists if and only if D is involutive, that is to
say that if X, Y are vector fields tangent to D, in the sense that Xp, Yp P D for all p P Ω, then
the Lie bracket rX, Y s must be tangent to D as well. For all x P Ω and v P ker dBjpxq,
xrX, Y s, vyx “ xpdXqY ´ pdY qX, vyx “ xY, pdXq˚vyx ´ xX, pdY q˚vyx. (33)
Since range dXpxq Ă ker dBjpxqK, it then follows that v P prange dXpxqqK “ ker dXpxq˚, and
similarly v P ker dY pxq˚, hence xrX, Y s, vy “ 0. i.e. rX, Y s is tangent to D, so by Frobenius’
theorem, D is given by a foliation F as desired.
Given x P Ω, we shall locally parametrise the leaf Fx by the inverse of its projection onto
ker dBjpxq ` x:
φx :“
`
Πker dBjpxqK`x|FxXU2δpxq
˘´1
,
where δ ą 0 is chosen such that for all x P Ω, Cx :“ Πker dBjpxqK`x and Bj restrict to diffeomor-
phisms on Fx X U2δpxq. We shall now establish the existence of such a δ ą 0 rigorously.
First of all, it suffices, via a standard compactness argument, to show that given any x0 P Ω
there exists a neighbourhood U of x0 and δx0 ą 0 such that Cx and Bj restrict to diffeomor-
phisms on Fx X U2δx0 pxq for all x P U . By the fact that dCx and dBjpx0q have full rank
when restricted to Tx0Fx0 “ ker dBjpx0qK, it follows by the inverse function theorem that
there exists a δx0 ą 0 such that Cx and Bj restrict to diffeomorphisms on Fx0 X U2δx0 px0q.
Now, suppose for contradiction that there exist sequences xn Ñ x0, δn P p0, δx0q, δn Ñ 0, and
an ‰ bn P FxnXU2δnpxnq such that Bjpanq “ Bjpbnq or Cxnpanq “ Cxnpbnq for all n P N. Clearly,
an, bn Ñ x0, and we shall refine these sequences by deleting all but a certain subsequence so
that we additionally have an´bn|an´bn| Ñ v P ker dBjpx0qK, we shall find that the derivatives of the
maps Bj and Cx along v at a must vanish, which contradicts the fact that these maps are dif-
feomorphisms on Fx0 . If we let a˜n and b˜n be the intersection points of Fx0 with B´1j ptBjpanquq
and B´1j ptBjpanquq respectively. Clearly Bjpa˜nq “ Bjpb˜nq and a˜n ‰ b˜n for each n P N, so we
find that, in the case when Bjpanq “ Bjpbnq infinitely often (deleting all other terms),
|dBjpx0qv| “ lim
nÑ8
|Bjpa˜nq ´Bjpb˜nq|
|a˜n ´ b˜n|
“ 0. (34)
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Similarly, we may show that dCx0v “ 0 in the case that Πker dBjpxnqKpanq “ Πker dBjpxnqKpbnq in-
finitely often by taking the intersection points of Fx0 with C´1xn ptCxnpanquq and C´1xn ptCxnpbnquq,
hence the claim follows.
By smoothness of F , the maps φx vary smoothly in x P Ω, and dφxpxq “ Iker dBjpxqK , so in
particular the map defined by
Gpvq :“ |φxpvq ´ px` vq||v|2
is continuous and therefore bounded on Ω. It follows that, for δ ą 0 sufficiently small, for
each x P Ω and each y P Fx X BUδpxq, there exists a y˜ P ker dBjpxqK ` x such that |y ´ y˜| ď
}G}L8 |y ´ x|2 ď δ3{2. Moreover, by the reverse triangle inequality we then also know that
|y˜ ´ x| ą δ ´ δ3{2 ą 3δ
4
. Let z P BBjpUδpxqq and y P BUδpxq XFx be the unique point such that
Bjpyq “ z. There then exists a y˜ P pker dBjpxqK ` xqzU3δ{4pxq such that |y˜ ´ y| ď δ3{2, so by
Taylor’s theorem, if we let z˜ :“ Lxj py˜q, then |z ´ z˜| ÀΩ δ3{2, hence, for δ ą 0 sufficiently small
with respect to Ω, |z ´ z˜| ď δ5{4.
Let λpxq denote the minimal modulus amongst the eigenvalues of dBjpxq
ˇˇ
ker dBjpxqK , where we
have observed that because Bj is a submersion on Ω we may pointwise identify ker dBjpxqK –
Rnj via some isometric isomorphism. Geometrically, λpxq may be interpreted as the length of
the shortest geodesic from x to BpLxj pU1pxqqq. By compactness of Ω and continuity of λ, there
exists a c ą 0 depending on Ω such that λpxq ą c for all x P Ω. Let w P Lxj pUδ{2pxqq, and
v P Uδ{2pxq X ker dBjpxqK be such that expBjpxqpdBjpxqpvqq “ w, then by the reverse triangle
inequality, we then obtain that
dpz, wq “ |dpz˜, wq ´ dpz, z˜q| (35)
ÁΩ |dBjpxqpy˜ ´ vq| ´ δ5{4 (36)
ě cδ{8´ δ5{4 ą 0. (37)
Hence distpBpBjpUδpxqqq, Lxj pUδ{2pxqqq ą 0, so in particular BpBjpUδpxqqq X Lxj pUδ{2pxqq “ H,
therefore Lxj pUδ{2pxqq Ă BjpUδpxqq.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We immediately have that for each x P Ω,ÿ
zPΓpVjq
χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq “ #tz P ΓpVjq : dpx,B
´1
j ptzuqq ď δβu (38)
“ # pΓpVjq XBjpUδβpxqqq (39)
“ #
´
expxVj
´
Λδ
α
Vj
¯
X 2Vj XBjpUδβpxqq
¯
. (40)
By Lemma 3.5 we then, for δ ą 0 sufficiently small, have the boundÿ
zPΓpVjq
χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq ě #pexpxVj
´
Λδ
α
Vj
¯
X 2Vj X Lxj pUδβ{2pxqqq. (41)
Recall that we denote the centre of Vj by xVj P Mj. |dBjpxq| is uniformly bounded over
x P Ω, so provided that x P B´1j pVjq, then for all y P Uδβ{2pxq, dpLxj pyq, xVjq ď dpBjpxq, xVjq `
}dBjpxq}L8pΩq|y´x| ď δ`}dB}δβ{2 ă 2δ, if we take δ ą 0 to be sufficiently small. This implies
that if x P B´1j pVjq X Ω, then for δ ą 0 sufficiently small, Lxj pUδβ{2pxqq Ă 2Vj, which together
with (41) yields thatÿ
zPΓpVjq
χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq ě #
´
expxVj
´
Λδ
α
Vj
¯
X Lxj pUδβ{2pxqq
¯
χB´1j pVjqpxq (42)
» #
´
expxVj
´
Λδ
α´β
Vj
¯
X Lxj pU1pxqq
¯
χB´1j pVjqpxq. (43)
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Given ε ą 0, define Qεj to be the cubic decomposition of TxVjMj into axis parallel ε-cubes
whose corresponding set of centres is ΛεVj . If we take δ
α´β ă c{10, then for all x P Ω and
Q P Qδα´βj such that QX Lxj pU1{2pxqq ‰ H, we must have that Q Ă Lxj pU1pxqq, since otherwise
there would exist a point outside of Lxj pU1pxqq within a distance c{2 of Bjpxq, which implies
that dBjpxq|ker dBjpxqK has an eigenvalue with absolute value less than c, which is of course a
contradiction. Since the map that takes a cube in Qδα´βj to its centre then defines an injection
from D :“ tQ P Qδα´βj : Q X Lxj pU1{2pxqq ‰ Hu to expxVj
´
Λδ
α´β
Vj
¯
X Lxj pU1pxqq, we obtain the
following bound: ÿ
zPΓpVjq
χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq ě p#DqχB´1j pVjqpxq (44)
“ ˇˇ ď
QPD
Q
ˇˇˇˇr0, δα´βsnj ˇˇ´1χB´1j pVjqpxq (45)
ě |Lxj pU1{2pxqq|δpβ´αqnjχB´1j pVjqpxq (46)
» |dBjpxqr0, 1sn|δpβ´αqnjχB´1j pVjqpxq. (47)
Since χB´1j pVjq “ χVj ˝ Bj, the claim then follows from the fact that |dBjpxqr0, 1sn| “ |Rjpxq|,
which follows from an inspection of the proof that |Ljr0, 1sn| “ |Rj| in Lemma 3.2.
Finally, we need a technical lemma that will allow us to bound the volumes of intersections
of balls with varieties below by the characteristic functions arising on the right-hand side of
(58).
Lemma 3.6. Let Ω Ť U be compact, and fix j P t1, ...,mu, then for a sufficiently small choice
of δ ą 0 depending on Ω, the following holds for all x P Ω and z PMj:
δβpn´njqχB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq À |B
´1
j ptzuq X U2δβpxq|. (48)
Proof. We shall begin with some reductions. First of all, we fix z P Mj, making sure in what
comes after that our choice δ ą 0 does not depend on this particular choice of z PMj. Suppose
that for each choice of x0 P Ω, there exists a corresponding choice of δx0 ą 0 such that (48)
holds for each x P Uδ2x0 px0q and 0 ă δ ď δx0 . The set tUδ2x0 px0q : x0 P Ωu is then an open cover
of Ω, so by compactness of Ω we may take a finite subcover U . The minimal radius among the
balls in U , which we shall denote by δ˜, is such that (48) holds for all δ P p0, δ˜q and x P Ω, so
the lemma would then hold. It therefore suffices to fix x0 P Ω and prove the claim that there
exists a δx0 such that (48) holds for each x P Uδ2x0 px0q and 0 ă δ ď δx0 .
Furthermore, we may assume that Mj is an open subset of Rnj . To justify this, by com-
pactness of Ω and continuity of Bj, we may choose a δ ą 0 sufficiently small such that expx is
a diffeomorphism on Uδp0q Ă TyMj for each y P BjpΩq. We then restrict Bj to B´1j pUδpzqq and
prove that the claim holds with Bj replaced with rBj :“ exp´1z ˝Bj, and z replaced with 0 P Rnj ,
since in this case rB´1j pt0uq “ B´1j ptzuq, hence we would obtain the claim for our original choice
of Bj.
Fix x0 P Ω, recall the definition of Lx0j from Lemma 3.4 and let A P SOpnq be a rotation such
that A ker dBjpx0q “ Rn´nj ˆt0unj . Since Bj is a submersion on Ω, dBjpx0q is surjective, hence
it admits a right inverse, call it S. Let ψ :“ Bj ´ dBjpx0q, we define the function φ : Rn Ñ Rn
by
φpyq :“ Apy ` Sψpyqqq.
For all y P B´1j ptzuq, z “ Bjpyq “ dBjpx0qy`ψpyq “ dBjpx0qpy`Sψpyqq “ dBjpx0qpA´1φpyqq,
so A´1φpyq P dBjpx0q´1ptzuq, hence A´1φpyq´Sz P ker dBjpx0q, so φpyq P Rn´njˆt0unj`ASz.
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We have now shown that φpB´1j ptzuqq Ă Rn´njˆt0unj`ASz. Moreover, one quickly verifies that
dφpx0q “ ApI ` Sdψpx0qq “ A, hence φ is a diffeomorphism in a sufficiently small ball around
x0, therefore by taking δ to be sufficiently small, we may assume that, for all x P Uδ2βpx0q,
U 3δβ
2
pφpxqq Ă φpU2δβpxqq and detpdφ|B´1j ptzuqpyqq » 1 for all y P Uδpxq, from which it follows
that, for all x P Uδ2βpx0q,
|B´1j ptzuq X U2δβpxq| “
ż
pRn´njˆt0u`ASzqXφpU
2δβ
pxqq
detpdφ|B´1j ptzuqpyqq´1dy (49)
» |pRn´nj ˆ t0unj ` ASzq X φpU2δβpxqq| (50)
ě |pRn´nj ˆ t0unj ` ASzq X U 3δβ
2
pφpxqq| (51)
ě |pRn´nj ˆ t0unj ` ASzq X U 3δβ
2
pφpxqq|χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq. (52)
Since φ is smooth and dφpx0q “ A is an isometry, if x0 P B´1j ptzuq`Uδβp0q and δ is sufficiently
small then by Taylor’s theorem we know that for all x P Uδ2βpx0q, φpxq P φpB´1j ptzuqq `
U 5δβ
4
p0q “ pRn´nj ˆ t0unj ` ASzq ` U 5δβ
4
p0q. In other words, distpφpxq, pRn´nj ˆ t0unj `
ASzqq ď 5δβ
4
, hence pRn´nj ˆ t0unj ` ASzq X U 3δβ
2
pφpxqqq is an pn ´ njq-disc of radius at
least
b
9δ2β
4
´ 25δ2β
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» δβ, therefore
|pRn´nj ˆ t0unj ` ASzq X U 3δβ
2
pφpxqqq|χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq Á δ
βpn´njqχB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0q. (53)
This bound together with (52) then yields the claim.
4 Proof of Proposition 2.4
Let Ω Ť U and choose δ ą 0 so that we may apply Corollary 3.3, Lemma 3.4, and Lemma 3.6
to Ω. After first applying Lemma 3.2, they yield the following pointwise estimate for all x P Ω,
BLpdBpxq,pq´1
mź
j“1
¨˝ ÿ
VjPVj
χVj ˝Bjpxq‚˛
pj
“ BL1pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑker dBjpxq,pq´1
mź
j“1
¨˝ ÿ
VjPVj
|Rjpxq|χVj ˝Bjpxq‚˛
pj
(54)
À BL1pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑker dBjpxq,pq´1
mź
j“1
δpα´βqpjnj
¨˝ ÿ
VjPVj
ÿ
zPΓpVjq
χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq‚˛
pj
(55)
“ δpα´βqnBL1pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑker dBjpxq,pq´1
mź
j“1
¨˝ ÿ
VjPVj
ÿ
zPΓpVjq
χB´1j ptzuq`Uδβ p0qpxq‚˛
pj
(56)
À δpα´βqnBL1pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑker dBjpxq,pq´1
mź
j“1
δ´βpjpn´njq
¨˝ ÿ
VjPVj
ÿ
zPΓpVjq
|B´1j ptzuq X U2δβpxq|‚˛
pj
(57)
“ δpα´βP qnBL1pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑker dBjpxq,pq´1
mź
j“1
| rHj X U2δβpxq|pj . (58)
Above we used the scaling condition
ř
j“1 pjnj “ n to pull out the power of δ from the product.
By Corollary 3.3, for all x P Ω and x1, ..., xm P rHj X U2δβpxq,
BL1pÝÝÝÑTxj rHj,pq´ 1P » BL1pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑker dBjpxq,pq´ 1P . (59)
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We may then average (59) via the Fremlin tensor product norm to find that find that
}BL1pÝÝÝÑTxj rHj,pq´1P }PĎÂm
j“1L
P {pj
xj
p rHjXU2δβ pxqq » BL
1pÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑker dBjpxq,pq´1
mź
j“1
| rHj X U2δβpxq|pj . (60)
We then integrate the inequality (58) combined with (60) with respect to x over Ω.ż
Ω
mź
j“1
¨˝ ÿ
VjPVj
χVj ˝Bjpxq‚˛
pj
dx
BLpdBpxq,pq
À δpα´βP qn
ż
Ω
}BL1pÝÝÝÑTxj rHj,pq´1P }PĎÂm
j“1L
P {pj
xj
p rHjXU2δβ pxqq (61)
At this point we then apply Lemma 3.1 to rescale the inner integral so that we may then apply
Theorem 1.15. Finally, using the bound on the degree of ZpSjq Ą rHj (25), we obtain (18),
completing the proof.ż
Ω
mź
j“1
¨˝ ÿ
VjPVj
χVj ˝Bjpxq‚˛
pj
dx
BLpdBpxq,pq (62)
À δβřmj“1 pjpn´njqδpα´βpP´1qqn
ż
δ´β
2
Ω
}BL1p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Txj
´
δ´β
2
rHj¯,pq´1P }PĎÂm
j“1L
P {pj
xj
ˆ
δ´β
2
rHjXU1pxq˙dx (63)
ď δαn
ż
Rn
}BL1p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Txj
´
δ´β
2
rHj¯,pq´1P }PĎÂm
j“1L
P {pj
xj
ˆ
δ´β
2
rHjXU1pxq˙dx (64)
ď δαn
ż
Rn
}BL1p
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
Txj
´
δ´β
2
ZpSjq
¯
,pq´1P }PĎÂm
j“1L
P {pj
xj
ˆ
δ´β
2
ZpSjqXU1pxq
˙dx (65)
À δαn
mź
j“1
pdegZpSjqqpj À δαn
mź
j“1
`
degpBjqδp1´αqnj#Vj
˘pj “ mź
j“1
pdegpBjqδnj#Vjqpj (66)
5 Appendix
Here we prove some of the technical lemmas stated in sections 1 and 2 and the application to
Young’s inequality on algebraic groups (Corollary 1.7).
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let wpxq :“ detpdBpxqdBpxq˚q´ 12 . The lemma follows from the co-area
formula and the continuity of the quantity
ş
B´1ptzuq fpxqwpxqdσpxq in z P N , since we then have
that ˇˇˇˇż
A
fpxqχδ ˝Bpxqdx´
ż
B´1pt0uq
fpxqwpxqdσpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
(67)
“ δk´n
ˇˇˇˇż
Uδp0q
ż
B´1ptzuq
fpxqwpxqdσpxq ´
ż
B´1ptz0uq
fpxqwpxqdσpxqdz
ˇˇˇˇ
À
››››ż
B´1ptzuq
fpxqwpxqdσpxq ´
ż
B´1ptz0uq
fpxqwpxqdσpxq
››››
L8z pUδpz0qq
(68)
ÝÑ
δÑ0 0. (69)
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Proof of Lemma 2.2. The fact that V is critical is easy to check, since
mÿ
j“1
pj dimpLjV q “
mÿ
j“1
pjnj “ n´ pn´ kq “ k “ dimpV q
We shall first prove that BLprL, rpq ě BLpL,pq. If we let χδ : Rn´k Ñ R be as in Lemma
2.1, with z0 “ 0, and we take arbitrary fj P L1pRnjq, then by Lemma 2.1, we have thatż
V
ź
j“1
fj ˝ Ljpxqpjdx “ detpLm`1L˚m`1q 12 lim
δÑ0
ż
Rn
˜
mź
j“1
fj ˝ Ljpxqpj
¸
χδ ˝ Lm`1pxqdx (70)
ď detpLm`1L˚m`1q 12BLprL, rpq mź
j“1
˜ż
Mj
fj
¸pj
, (71)
which establishes that BLpL,pq ď BLprL, rpq. We shall now prove that BLpL,pq ě BLprL, rpq.
For each 1 ď j ď m` 1, let fj P L1pRnjq be a non-negative function with unit mass. the claim
quickly follows upon decomposing Rn into V ‘ V K and applying the Brascamp-Lieb inequality
associated to the datum pL,pq to the integral over V .ż
Rn
m`1ź
j“1
fj ˝ Ljpxqpjdx “
ż
V K
˜ż
V
mź
j“1
fjpLjpxq ` Ljpyqqpjdx
¸
fm`1 ˝ Lm`1pyqdy (72)
ď BLpL,pq
ż
V K
fm`1 ˝ Lm`1pyq
mź
j“1
˜ż
Mj
fjpz ` Ljpyqqdz
¸pj
dy (73)
“ BLpL,pq detpLm`1L˚m`1q´ 12 (74)
Proof of Corollary 1.7. By duality, (6) is equivalent to the boundż
G
φpxq
ˆ
˚mj“1fj∆
řj´1
l“1
1
p1
j
˙
pxqdµpxq À degpGq}φ}Lr1 pGq
mź
j“1
}fj}Lpj pGq. (75)
For 1 ď j ď m, define the nonlinear maps Bj : Gm Ñ G, Bjpx1, ..., xmq :“ xj, and Bm`1 : Gm Ñ
G, Bm`1px1, ..., xmq :“śmj“1 xj. These maps are quasialgebraic of degree 1 for 1 ď j ď m, and
degpBm`1q ď degpmGq, hence by Theorem 1.5 we know thatż
Gm
φ
˜
mź
j“1
xj
¸
mź
j“1
fjpxjq dσ1px1q...dσmpxmq
BLTxGmpdBpxq,pq À degpGq degpmgq
σ}φ}Lr1 pGq
mź
j“1
}fj}Lpj pGq (76)
where x :“ px1, ..., xmq, which is equivalent to (75) provided we have the identity
BLTxGmpdBpxq,pq “ Bp,n
mź
j“1
ωpxjq´1∆pxjq
´řj´1l“1 1p1
j (77)
at all configurations of smooth points x1, ..., xm of G, where dµpxq “ ωpxqdσpxq, and Bp,n is
the best constant for the n-dimensional euclidean multilinear Young’s inequality associated to
the exponents p :“ pp1, ..., pmq. Let x1, ..., xm P G be smooth points, the left-hand side of (77)
is by definition the best constant C ą 0 in the inequalityż
śm
j“1 TxjG
φ
˜
mÿ
j“1
x1...xj´1vjxj`1...xm
¸
mź
j“1
fjpvjqdvj ď C}φ}Lr1 pTx1...xmGq
mź
j“1
}fj}Lpj pTxjGq, (78)
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where the Lebesgue measure on the left-hand side is induced by the Lebesgue measure on the
ambient euclidean space, and the Lebesgue measures defining the norms on the right-hand side
are induced by the left-invariant Riemannian metric on G.
First of all, we multiply the measure on the left by the constant
śm
j“1 ωpxq for convenience.
We then apply the linear transformation from the Lie algebra g to TxjG defined by the mapping
vj ÞÑ x1...xmpx1...xj´1q´1vjpxj`1...xmq´1, this is to turn the left-hand side of (78) into an integral
to which we may directly apply the euclidean Young’s inequality.ż
śm
j“1 TxjG
φ
˜
mÿ
j“1
x1...xj´1vjxj`1...xm
¸
mź
j“1
fjpxjqωpxjqdvj
“
ż
gm
φ
˜
x1...xm
mÿ
j“1
vj
¸
mź
j“1
fjppx1...xj´1q´1x1...xmvjpxj`1...xmq´1qdxj∆pxj`1...xmq´1dvj
(79)
ď Bp,n}φpx1...xmvq}Lr1v pgq
mź
j“1
∆pxj`1...xmq´1}fjppxj`1...xmq´1x1...xmvjpxj`1...xmq´1q}Lpjvj pgq
(80)
“ Bp,n}φ}Lr1 pTx1...xmGq
mź
j“1
∆pxj`1...xmq
1
pj
´1}fj}Lpj pTxjGq (81)
“ Bp,n}φ}Lr1 pTx1...xmGq
mź
j“1
∆pxjq
´řj´1l“1 1p1
j }fj}Lpj pTxjGq (82)
Since the above inequality is sharp, this establishes (77).
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